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April 1, 2016 

Mr. Joel Beauvais 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Water 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 4101M 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dear Mr. Beauvais, 

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss Kentucky's experience with implementing the Safe Drinking 
Water Act, generally, and specifically our experience with the implementation of the Lead and Copper 
Rule (LCR). 

A primary mission of the Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection (DEP) is to ensure that safe 
and reliable drinking water is delivered to the citizens and businesses of the Commonwealth. Kentucky's 
public water systems consistently provide high quality, safe water to the public in compliance with the Safe 
Drinking Water Act to an estimated greater than 95% of the citizens of Kentucky. 

Kentucky is a rural state, predominated by small and medium size public water systems where many of the 
communities have economic challenges. Because nearly all Kentuckians are on public water, Kentucky's 
public water systems have extensive distribution system infrastructure that must be monitored and 
maintained. Of Kentucky's 409 community public water systems, 52% serve fewer than 3,300 people. 
Some of these communities are experiencing flat or negative population growth. Many of these systems are 
challenged to sustain their drinking water infrastructure while facing increasing costs and declining 
revenues. These communities may also face other environmental and economic challenges such as 
compliance with the Clean Water Act (CWA). 

In light of these challenges, since 2007 the agency has periodically worked with an informal drinking water 
advisory workgroup, made up of representatives of small, medium and large public water systems, the 
Kentucky/Tennessee A WWA, the Kentucky Rural Water Association, the Kentucky Municipal Utilities 
Association, the Kentucky League of Cities, the Kentucky Association of Counties, the Kentucky 
Association of Area Development Districts, the Kentucky Rural Community Assistance Partnership, 
ACEC of Kentucky, the Kentucky Public Service Commission, the Kentucky Division of Compliance 
Assistance, the Kentucky Division of Plumbing, and the Kentucky Department of Public Health. This 
informal group has worked with the agency on regulation development and implementation, engineering 
and technical challenges relating to treatment, engineering specifications for water line extensions and 
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distribution system infrastructure, capacity development, data submittal protocols, and other important 
efforts related to drinking water. One of the results of these efforts has been improved compliance with the 
increasingly more complex requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA). 

In light of the circumstances regarding lead occurrence in the drinking water in Flint, Michigan, the agency 
convened an additional stakeholder workgroup in March 2016 to evaluate our current program oversight 
and how best to ensure that a similar situation does not occur in Kentucky. Experts from a broad spectrum 
of Kentucky's water infrastructure have been asked to voluntarily participate in this workgroup, whose 
main focus will be to conduct a comprehensive review of Kentucky's implementation of the LCR and 
provide input to the Division of Water. Because management of a community public water system today is 
a complex operation that requires balancing a number of the local community's local public health 
challenges, seeking input from an advisory group of local operators and experts is essential to developing 
solutions. This collaborative effort is both proactive and necessary. 

The agency anticipates that the efforts of the workgroup will result in Kentucky strengthening our current 
program oversight to further ensure that the LCR is being properly implemented. This workgroup was 
provided your letter of February 29, 2016. They also have been provided the report and recommendations 
of the National Drinking Water Advisory Council (NDWAC) and the NDWAC's Lead and Copper 
Working Group. Primary among the Kentucky workgroup's tasks is to identify any potential 
enhancements to the implementation of the LCR and to provide input to the agency on improvement 
opportunities that they agency may pursue. Attached is a copy of the invitation letter to the workgroup 
members. The scope of work outlined in that letter addresses the concerns raised in your letter regarding 
appropriately addressing lead action level exceedances, optimizing corrosion .control, providing effective 
public health communication and outreach, and evaluating approaches to managing infrastructure, 
including lead service lines. 

The agency recognizes that the public health concerns in Flint were primarily the result of the failure to 
conduct appropriate and adequate corrosion control. It is critically important that federal and state drinking 
water agencies continue to focus on this primary challenge, to ensure that the appropriate guidance is 
available to water systems and that protocols are followed at public water systems via appropriate oversight 
provided by state programs and EPA. Given the practical reality that the removal of lead from plumbing is 
years away, the need for a continuous focus on effective corrosion control is essential. 

The agency has initiated near-term actions to ensure the public that we are appropriately addressing risks 
from lead in drinking water. For example, the agency has made publicly available all of the lead monitoring 
data for the past four years and provided on our website a summary of the results (attached) of the 
monitoring data and the LCR compliance history in Kentucky over that period. 

As stated above, the workgroup will be reviewing the agency and water systems protocols and procedures 
for implementing the LCR, as well as EPA LCR implementation guidance. This includes sampling and 
corrosion protocols. The workgroup will be evaluating methods to ensure the public has transparent access 
to LCR sampling protocols, Tier I site locations, and LCR compliance sampling results. The workgroup is 
also evaluating how water systems currently make LCR compliance sample results available to 
homeowners and other consumers. 

Additionally, both the agency and the workgroup are reviewing the LCR and applicable guidance regarding 
the obligations of public water systems to provide an inventory of their infrastructure and provide updates 
regarding materials occurring in that infrastructure, including lead service lines. 

The agency shares EPA's interest and commitment in this issue and its efforts to assist states and water 
systems with implementing the LCR, including EPA' s guidance on various related issues, including 
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sampling guidance, corrosion control guidance, as well as its efforts related to data and information 
management. 

The agency agrees with EPA that more can be done to ensure that adequate and sustained investment in 
drinking water infrastructure, particularly in communities that are challenged to sustain existing 
infrastructure. In that light, the agency encourages EPA to take a systematic approach in assessing and 
managing the risks from lead within the distribution system. The fiscal impact of rule changes, for 
example, on these systems and their customers must be considered prior to commencing new and unfunded 
or under-funded initiatives. 

With respect to transparency, the agency agrees that making drinking water quality data information 
available sooner and more transparent to the public and especially affected families, is important and 
necessary to protect public health and to sustain the public's confidence in drinking water systems. More 
can be done locally and by state programs, especially given the tools of modem communication. The 
agency will be working with public water systems to develop tools for communicating information to a 
broad diversity of customers and public audiences. The agency strongly encourages EPA to fully commit to 
completing and bringing on line a modem drinking water data system (i.e. SDWIS Prime) that provides for 
timely, electronic submittal of error-free compliance data that will be transparently available to the public. 

We appreciate the opportunity to inform you about Kentucky's ongoing efforts to ensure the LCR is being 
properly implemented and how we may improve upon those current efforts. We are aware that EPA 
recognizes that states and water systems are fully committed to providing safe drinking water and to being 
transparent with information about the quality of drinking water. We look forward to sharing with you the 
results of the efforts of our ongoing actions. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Peter Goodmann, Director, Division of Water, 
at (502) 564-3410 ext. 4012 or reach him at Peter.Goodmann@ky.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~'"\---
R. Bruce Scott, Commissioner 
Department for Environmental Protection 
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March 14, 2016 

Mr. Greg Heitzman, P.E. 

Blue Water Kentucky 

625 Myrtle Street 

Louisville, KY 40208 


Dear Mr. Heitzman: 

Subject: Lead in Drinking Water Workgroup 

I am writing to ask you to serve on a workgroup to evaluate Kentucky's processes for managing lead in drinking 
water systems, including corrosion control, sampling, notification to participants, and making information available 
to the public regarding lead in drinking water. 

While data reported and evaluated from Kentucky public water supply systems currently indicates compliance with 
the Safe Drinking Water Act, the agency believes there is opportunity to further enhance our drinking water program. 
In light of the situations regarding lead occurrence in drinking water in Flint, Michigan, Sebring, Ohio, Jackson, 
Mississippi and elsewhere in the United States, the Kentucky Division of Water is convening a stakeholder 
workgroup to ensure that a similar situation does not occur in Kentucky. As stated previously, this is a proactive 
effort to further enhance Kentucky's existing drinking water program. 

I am asking this workgroup to begin discussions on March 23, 2016 and address a broad array of topics related to 
lead in drinking water as outlined below. My hope is that the work of this group will be compiled in a report with 
conclusions and recommendations to the Division of Water regarding how to move forward regarding managing lead 
in drinking water. 

Scope of Work 

• 	

• 	

• 	

• 	

• 	

• 	

Review approval protocols and public availability 

Review lead service line replacement programs and compliance monitoring activities 

Review effectiveness of optimizing corrosion control 

Review Lead/Copper Rule, Guidance, and National Drinking Water Advisory Council recommendations to 

EPA 

Discuss Public Relations/Education regarding lead in drinking water and associated risks 

Present recommendations to the Division of Water 
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The work group will convene via conference call on March 23, 2016 at 4 p.m. EDT. The workgroup will be chaired 
by Greg Heitzman, P.E. with Blue Water Kentucky and formerly of Louisville Water Co. and Louisville 
Metropolitan Sewer District. Other invited members of the workgroup are listed on the attached sheet. 

I appreciate your willingness to serve on this workgroup and concern for the safety of drinking water in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or recommendations. I would 
very much appreciate it if you would confirm by email or phone your intention to serve on this workgroup. I can be 
reached at (502) 564-3410 or at Peter.Goodmann@ky.gov. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Best Regards, 

(\{i~ 
Peter T. Goodmann, Director 
Division of Water 

c: R. Bruce Scott, Commissioner 
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Energy and Environment Cabinet Creates Group to Keep Lead Out of Kentucky's Drinking Water 

Posted on March 31. 2016by KYDEP 

FRANKFORT, Ky. (March 29, 2016)- Kentucky's public water systems consistently provide high quality 
water to the public in compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act. Today, the Kentucky Energy and 
Environment Cabinet, Division of Water, has announced that it has proactively created a workgroup 
whose main goal will be to prevent lead from entering the state's drinking water. 

Thirteen experts from a broad spectrum of Kentucky's water infrastructure have agreed to join this 
effort. The group, which began its work last week, will review existing protocols, lead/copper rules, 
service line replacement programs and compliance monitoring activities, as well as all public education 
and outreach to customers. The group will develop a report and present recommendations to the 
Division of Water. 

"Following the events at Flint and elsewhere, we determined to look at what we are doing at the 
Division of Water and at public water systems in Kentucky and whether our protocols and procedures 
would avert similar issues here and whether there are areas for improvement," said Pete Goodmann, 
director of the Division of Water. "I am very pleased that the individuals on this workgroup are willing 
to take this on." 

The work group is chaired by Greg Heitzman, P.E., with Blue Water Kentucky, and formerly of the 
Louisville Water Co. and Louisville Metropolitan Sewer District. 
In addition to Heitzman, other members include: Gary Larimore, Executive Director of the Kentucky 
Rural Water Association (KRWA); Kay Sanborn, P.E., Executive Director of the KY/TN Section of the 
American Water Works Association (AWWA); Tom Gabbard, Assistant Director of the Division of Water; 
Ron Lovan, P.E., of the Northern Kentucky Water District and the Association of Municipal Water 
Agencies; Thomas Rockaway, PhD, of the University of Louisville, Civil Engineering Department; Brad 
Montgomery, P.E., of GRW Consultants, Louisville; Mike Gardner, P.E., of Bowling Green Municipal 
Utilities; Bill Robertson, P.E., of Paducah Water Works; Obe Cox, of Carroll County Water District #1; 
Brian Thomas, of the Marion Water Department; Rengao Song, PhD, of the Louisville Water Co.; and 
Jennifer Burt, Public Safety Branch of the Kentucky Department of Public Health. 

Energy and Environment Cabinet Secretary Charles G. Snavely said the group will advance the cabinet's 
understanding of the issue and help develop additional safeguards. "We place a lot of importance on 
keeping Kentuckians healthy and free from lead contamination in our water supply," he said. 
Public water systems supply more than 95 percent of the drinking water to Kentuckians. Water quality 
data submitted to the Division of Water from Kentucky's water supplies indicate that lead levels in 
Kentucky's drinking water are consistently within ranges considered safe by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 

Over the past four years, the 409 Kentucky public water systems subject to the federal Lead and Copper 
Rule have collected, tested and reported approximately 10,380 water samples for lead at households 
and businesses. More than 77 percent of these samples had no lead detected, while approximately one 
percent of these samples exceeded the action level of 15 parts per billion established by EPA in the Lead 
and Copper Rule. 



The three systems that exceeded the federally established action level for lead at a frequency requiring 
action took the appropriate actions to notify the public, conduct additional and broader water quality 
monitoring at the treatment plant and in the distribution system, and developed and implemented a 
plan to reduce lead levels. All have returned to compliance. 

Currently all of Kentucky's public water systems are in compliance with the federal drinking water 
standard for lead. 
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